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Make Eye Contact
Look at the webcam not your screen. This 
will create the impression that you are 
engaged and paying close attention which 
will build greater rapport.

Start the Call Early
Jump on early and turn video on before other 
participants arrive so you can see what you, 
and your background, look like.

Avoid Backlighting
Lights behind you turn you into a dark 
silhouette. Unless you want to come across like 
Darth Vader, make sure there are no windows 
or lamps directly behind you.

Mirror Your Buyer
This is something you can't do without your 
webcam on. Mirroring some of their subtle 
actions is proven to build a stronger bond.

Check Your Connection
 Video generally puts a greater strain on 
Internet connectivity. If you have a weak 
Internet connection, the call will be "laggy" 
and generally a poor experience.

What’s that behind you?
Clear your background. Make sure there's 
nothing embarrassing or distracting that 
will appear in the video.

Set Expectations for Video
In the calendar invite for the meeting, include a note that this will be a video call so your customer is 
prepared. This allows them to follow some of these same tips on their side and increases the chances they 
will also turn their webcam on. The last thing you want is to have your video on, while there's is off.

Webcam Placement
Bring your Webcam to eye-level. You want 
to make the conversation feel as natural as 
possible, not leave them wondering why 
you placed your webcam so high or low.

Smile
Keep your expression friendly and open. 
Your prospect will naturally be looking for 
your expressions and reactions.
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Leave Nothing to Chance
Pick a web-conferencing solution you can rely on (even if your bandwidth suddenly shrinks). 
Tip: our team's video call tool of choice is Zoom.
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Book a demo at gong.io
Make sure your team is handling video sales calls like rockstars!

https://www.gong.io/demo/
https://www.gong.io/demo/


Right Topic, Right Time

Structure Your Call

Don’t Forget Next Steps

Prospects are far more likely to show up if 
you schedule the call between 3pm and 5pm 
and book a 30 minute slot instead of 60.

Successful sellers save pricing 
discussions for the end of the call, after 
they've already established value.

Demo’s should match what was discussed 
in discovery, with the first point being what 
you discussed most in-depth during 
discovery, followed by the next, etc.

Successful reps spend 12.7% more time 
(four minutes) scheduling next steps than 
their unsuccessful peers.

gong.io/blog
Check out more research and insights at: 
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Salesperson

Prospect

Successful reps approach their demos with a plan and predefined structure in mind.

We analyzed almost 
70,000 recorded 

sales demos with AI 
and uncovered the 
following patterns 

and trends.
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The Science Behind 
Multi-Threading



We analyzed 53,632 sales opportunities (and the sales calls and emails within them) to 
find out the impact that multi-threading has on deals.

Why multi-threading works

We checked how the number of participants in meetings was an accurate 
predictor of success.

We delved deeper, pulling in email data to determine correlation between 
email velocity - i.e. how many emails are being exchanged both ways - and 
success.

We zoomed in on the final week before closing to measure how winning 
deals differ from lost opportunities by frequency of interaction between 
sales teams and buyers. 



Multi-threading is all about 
building relationships with 
multiple stakeholders within 
your deal.

Winning deals have 
(on average) at least 3 people 
from the buyer’s side 
participate in meetings.

#1 Decisions are 
made by committee

THE DATA BREAKOUT



It isn’t just about meetings – 
email engagement plays a huge 
role too.

Closed won opportunities 
involve 8 points of contact via 
email. 

By contrast, losing deals only 
make it to 3 points of contact.

#2 Email is your 
best friend

THE DATA BREAKOUT



Email velocity – the number of 
emails exchanged between 
seller and buyer over a given 
period of time – is the 
strongest indicator that your 
deal is moving towards a 
signature.

*If you’re multi-threading, email velocity will 
naturally increase as you engage more 
stakeholders. 

#3 Forecast with 
Email Velocity

THE DATA BREAKOUT



The last week of a deal is the most crucial for email velocity. 

Healthy deals have a steep increase in email exchanges as you zero in on a signature.

#3 Forecast with Email Velocity
THE DATA BREAKOUT



Email velocity also includes 
how often your prospect 
emails you. 

It’s not as easy as sending 
your prospect a daily email 
then waiting for a signature, 
although that would be 
sweet...

Email Velocity is 
a two-way street

One more thing...



How to Stay
at Power



The key to multi-threading is never letting go of any points of 
contact, especially decision makers or heavy influencers.

If a DM punts you to a colleague to evaluate before taking a meeting 
themselves, send this email to the DM after the meeting with your newly 
appointed POC.

* Swap “Gong” for your company name

** Swap bolded font for your value prop and next steps



Mary 

how we can immediately impact BDR performance for Mary's team, plus 
accelerate on-boarding across ABC Software's sales org to boost revenue and shorten time to 
value for new hires.

We're meeting again Friday and including your new BDR managers to expand on their use case. 
From there we'll shift gears and look at the AE team.



Because they’re getting something in a scenario where they’ve been 
conditioned to giving something (their time).  

Most reps continue to ask for the decision maker’s time.

Most reps are blind to their process and only focus on the deal.

But you’re not most reps.

Decision makers LOVE this approach. 
Can you guess why?



And that’s why this approach breaks through the noise and elevates you as a 
business consultant, not just a sales rep looking for a deal. 

By specifically noting in the subject line that no response is required, their guard 
lowers. Your email is no longer a task, and instead it’s an unsolicited get. 

This subconsciously triggers the law of reciprocity, teeing up your next ask for their 
time as an easy Yes. 

* I’ve had multiple buyers specifically compliment this play after signing, applauding me 
for keeping them in the loop.



How to Get
to Power



“DM Reel In” – Use this to get your DM involved after the 
next meeting

Let’s say you’re staying the course with your new, designated POC from the 
previous example.

Now that you’ve built a use case and made friends, it’s time to loop back to 
your DM.

Use this email template to ask for the meeting:

*Respond using the same initial email thread



Wednesday between 11-1pm



Why does this work? 

You’ve proven you can follow instructions and work with their colleague(s), vetted 
there’s value in your offering, and now it’s time to engage them seriously. 

In short, you’ve earned the right to ask for their time.

Now, ask for it.



Getting to Power 
for the 1st Time



Getting to Power for the First Time

If you’ve never met or spoken with the decision maker, then here’s a talk track to get 
them involved. 

Pro tip: ALWAYS do prep work before making the ask. With LinkedIn alone, you should 
be able to isolate it to 1-3 people.

I’m going to share a talk track (vs email template) because I believe it’s best done 
over the phone or-in person vs email. Email is simply too easy to respond with a “no” 
or not at all  when asking for access to power.



Here’s a framework for this type of conversation.
It will serve as a starting point for yours.
[Insert question from previous slide to surface who the decision maker in your deal is]

Sales Rep (SR):

Prospect: 

(SR):

Who else helped you make the purchasing decision for 
[incumbent technology]?

[Lists who and their role in the decision]. 

It sounds like it was a team decision, that’s great. And once 
the team landed on [technology], who had to give the ultimate 
stamp of approval?



Prospect: Jennifer, our President.

*pending this answer (VP of a dept, CFO, CEO, etc), formulate your ask to meet with this person so 
that you’re delivering value to that specific persona. For example, VPs often want confirmation their 
team will use it, will help them meet their goals, etc. CFOs may want a project ROI for a 12 month 
agreement.

*Always always ask…

SR: And when we meet with Jennifer, what does she care about most? 
What was helpful for her in making the last decision?

*From here, you’ll have the information you need to nail the meeting, and open avenue to ask…

SR: It sounds like we should loop her in sooner than later, and we can 
cover [insert what you just surfaced]. How’s [insert date/time] to 
meet with you and her?



*Notice I didn’t ask for the meeting! Asking a close-ended questions makes it too 
easy to say “no.”

Instead, you’re making the meeting seem like an obvious next step: you’ve 
surfaced who needs to be involved, what they care about, and a time to deliver.

If your prospect pushes back and declines, simply ask: What’s missing from our 
game plan to loop Jennifer in? I want to make sure you’re confident before we 
head into the meeting.

Multi-threading isn’t easy, but it’s how top performing sales 
reps close more and larger deals. The more you practice and 
iron out your talk track for various selling scenarios, the faster 
it’ll become part of your approach.



Follow Gong on 
LinkedIn for access to 
cutting-edge sales 
content

That’s all!

https://www.linkedin.com/company/gong-io
https://www.linkedin.com/company/gong-io

